Public Policy with a
Community-led Development Lens
The ultimate objective of public policy is to improve people’s lives and wellbeing . There’s
growing recognition that policy development requires a broader range of tools and
approaches to achieve sustainable change for communities and individuals. This targeted
one-day workshop for government officials will support policy makers to act as partners,
enablers and co-hosts, rather than prescribing from the top. Using real-time case studies
participants will construct an approach that embraces complexity and rapidly changing
contexts.

Outcomes


To apply a community-led development approach to the public policy process



To tease out where and when it is best to use a CLD approach



To reframe traditional positions



To determine key questions that need to be asked



To reframe the public policy process to increase flexibility for communities to be
active, supported and resourced to define what issu es they wish to address and how
they intend to do it.

Date: Wednesday 14th November
Time: 9am – 4pm
Place: Spark Events Centre, 42 - 52 Willis St, Wellington
Cost: $350 pp
Spaces are limited so register now – events@inspiringcommunities.org.nz

ABOUT OUR WORKSHOP FACILITATOR
David Hanna is a National Manager of Inspiring
Communities and also the Director of Wesley
Community Action. David has worked as a national
NGO youth director, a policy manager in Central
Government, a consultant on youth development,
and a trainer in policy analysis. Key themes across
his activities are bicultural and Treaty of Waitangi
perspectives, systems - holistic action - thinking,
positive child and youth development and grounding
what we do in an authentic spirituality. David is a
fourth generation Pākehā, a partner in a civil union
and a father of four children.

ABOUT

Inspiring Communities catalyses locally-led
change, to achieve sustainable, effective
outcomes.

RESOURCES

We are the reference point for
community-led development in New
Zealand, building on international and
local practice-based evidence to grow and
share expertise.

ADVICE

Inspiring Communities operates across
many sectors at multiple levels.

Harakeke / Flax - from the root to
the flower the harakeke shares its
properties.

Korimako / Bell Bird - fluent,
graceful speaker.

EVENTS
Whakaatu / Presenting - the peak
of the mountain as a stage to
present from

Find out more
Talk to us about your CLD training, workshop needs, coaching, support and
opportunities in your community or region. We understand diversity! We can
tailor packages to your specific requirements.
Email us exchange@inspiringcommunities.org.nz

